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THE GRID NOTEBOOK #28  
Groups for Rehabilitation and Inclusive Development  

Building Communities of Practice for Rehabilitation and Inclusive Development in the North 
West Region of Cameroon 

Newsletter #28 – Feb 28, 2018 

The GRID NOTEBOOK is a biweekly newsletter featuring Events, Announcements, News, 
Resources, and Opportunities you need to know about if you are interested in Rehabilitation and 
Inclusive Development in the North West Region of Cameroon.  

To view this issue online, please go to https://nwrcommunityofpractice.wordpress.com/articles-
and-documents/    

We are happy to include submissions from people who share a passion for rehabilitation and 
inclusive development in the North West Region. If you have something to contribute, please 
send it to nwrcommunityofpractice@gmail.com  

Opportunities 

Do you want to learn from the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine? Sign up for a 
NEW Course called Global Health and Disability: Leaving no one behind: disability, health and 
wellbeing in global development.  A 3 week (maximum 4 hours per week) FREE online course 
from the International Centre for Evidence in Disability at the London School of Hygiene & 
Tropical Medicine Course starts 26th February 2018.For more details, to check out the trailer or 
to register your free place on the course go to https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/global-
disability/1   

Please consider signing up – and maybe groups at worksites can do it!! If you are interested in 
taking this course with a group of people in you area but don’t know anyone else to do it with, 
please contact Dr. Mbibeh Louis, as he would be able to connect you with others in your area 
who are also doing the course. If there is interest, there might be opportunities to meet once a 
week to share key learnings. Please note that the GRID Network does not have any funding for 
you to take this course or to travel to meet others. What we can do, for example, is if there are 
people living in the same locality, we can put you in touch with each other so you can encourage 
and support each other to complete the course. Wouldn’t it be great if we had a group in 
Bamenda, in Bambili, and in Kumbo? There could also be problem-solving between groups. 

Resources and New Information 

How important is trust in our work? Here is the abstract to a fascinating paper by Erin Murphy-
Graham and Joseph Lample that landed in our inbox this week. Called: “Learning to trust: 
Examining the connections between trust and capabilities friendly pedagogy through case 
studies from Honduras and Uganda”, the paper makes some very thoughtful suggestions that 
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could be considered for learning in a community of practice. What do you think about concept of 
“trust” when working with others in the Cameroon context? ABSTRACT: “Trust in others is a 
foundational feature of a prosperous and flourishing society and serves as the basis for collective 
action and cooperation. In this paper, we emphasize that trust is a learned capacity, one that 
educational efforts should attempt to cultivate among students. We provide an in-depth 
discussion of how trust is conceptualized, as well as how it relates to the capabilities approach in 
education. Drawing from qualitative data collected in Honduras and Uganda, we identify four 
potential ways that education can build trust: (1) teacher/student relations that emphasize 
shared learning; (2) peer relations that emphasize collaboration rather than competition; (3) 
direct engagement with the community through service projects; and (4) the incorporation of 
lessons about trust and community in the curriculum.” Citation: Murphy-Graham, E., Lample, J., Learning 
to trust: Examining the connections between trust and capabilities friendly pedagogy through case studies from 
Honduras and Uganda. International Journal of Educational Development. (2014), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijedudev.2014.01.001  

Interested in how up to date research can help your work? News from Dr. Samuel Nko'o 
Amvene, at the Faculty of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, and Editor in Chief of the Journal 
Health Sciences and Diseases Volume 19, No 1 (Suppl) (2018) is now available! http://www.hsd-
fmsb.org/index.php/hsd/issue/view/47 . Many interesting articles in this issue, including one about 
dental issues in children living with disabilities. Please consider submitting your research studies 
to this journal – it is focused on Cameroon, and is open access.  

Hygiène Buccodentaire, Formes Cliniques des Lésions Carieuses et Parodontopathies 
chez les Enfants Handicapés dans Deux Centres Spécialisés de Yaoundé by Hubert Désiré 
Mbassi Awa, Aurélie Bekono, Guillaume Arthur Tamgnoue, Charles Bengondo Messanga, and 
Paul Olivier Koki Ndombo. http://www.hsd-fmsb.org/index.php/hsd/article/view/987  From the 
abstract: “Disabled children seem predisposed to oral pathologies, but many barriers hinder 
their access to adequate oral care. Our aim was to describe the socio-demographic 
characteristics, the level of oral hygiene pertaining to cavities and periodontal diseases in 
disabled children, and to evaluate their dental care requirements.”  

And - What do you think they found? You will have to read the full article to find out the details 
but they also say: “Disabled children in our context have significant poor level of oral hygiene as 
their attendance of oral health services is low. Extra efforts are mandatory at various levels in 
order to improve preventive and curative dental care in this social category.”  

Conferences 

Interested in communication disabilities? Here is a great opportunity for you!  The Conference 
on Communication Disabilities in East Africa: Collaborative Service Development is to be held 
at The Sovereign Hotel, Kisumu, Kenya on the 12th-13th July 2018. This 2 day conference is being 
hosted by Yellow House Health and Outreach Services, in Collaboration with Manchester 
Metropolitan University and the Department of Speech-Language Pathology at the University of 
Toronto. ABSTRACTS for presentation are now being accepted. Send your 150 word abstracts to 
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present at the conference. The presentations will be informal, facilitate discussion and enable 
time for problem solving. They are also accepting Poster submissions – please contact them for 
more information. Possible themes for presentations: 1. Interdisciplinary practice - Collaboration 
across the professions 2. Empowering people with disabilities - Collaborating with families and 
clients 3. Collaborative community partnerships to strengthen services 4. Global Collaboration – 
learning across cultural contexts 5. Collaboration to create change – partnering with government 
at district and national levels. The organizers also say: It is a challenge for Speech and Language 
Therapists and other allied health and education professionals to access Clinical Professional 
Development (CPD) in East Africa. If you are interested in providing a 1 hour CPD workshop on 
your area of expertise/a strategy or intervention you have experience in, then please send a 
brief overview.  

 Important Dates for the Conference on Communication Disabilities in East Africa: Abstract and 
Poster Submissions Deadline: Friday 4th May 2018  
Early Bird Fee Registration: 1st May 2018  
Final Registration Deadline: 30th June 2018  
Please send all submissions and enquiries to conference@yellowhouseoutreach.org  

CBR AFRICA sends two important pieces of information 

#1: Conference: We received Greetings from CBR Africa Network – “Thank you for the good work 
you are doing!! We wish to bring to your notice about the upcoming CBR Africa conference 
scheduled for 7th to 11th May 2018 in Lusaka, Zambia. We would be happy if you participated in 
this event that we think is critical to the improvement of lives of persons with disabilities in 
Africa. For more information go to: http://afri-can.org/6th-cbr-africa-conference-flyer/ “ 

#2: CBR Africa Newsletter Issue No.1: “Greetings from CAN CBR Africa Network. Thank you for 
the great work you are doing to serve your respective communities. However, did you ever 
bother to know how much networks can play in addressing community needs especially for 
persons with disabilities? Over time, practice has shown that when development partners join 
hands in putting together resources rather than duplicate interventions, there is usually a great 
impact created in the community. CAN is pleased to share with you some inspiring best practices 
from Zambia on how Networks promote CBR work. Click here http://afri-can.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/edited_CBR-Africa-News-letter.pdf to download CBR Africa 
Newsletter.” The GRID Network Coordinators will be in touch with the CAN team to share ideas – 
stay tuned for updates!  

 

This edition of the GRID Notebook was prepared by Lynn Cockburn.   

Thanks for reading! Feel free to share it with others. 
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